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wishes to succeed, he must try to keep a wide gap between his

consumption and his production. He must store a large quantity of

grain 41 consuming all his grain immediately. He can continue to

support himself and his family 42 he produces a surplus. He must use

this surplus in three ways: as seed for sowing, as an insurance 43 the

unpredictable effects of bad weather and as a commodity which he

must sell in order to 44 old agricultural implements and obtain

chemical fertilizers to 45 the soil. He may also need money to

construct irrigation 46 and improve his farm in other ways. If no

surplus is available, a farmer cannot be 47 . He must either sell some

of his property or 48 extra funds in the form of loans. Naturally he

will try to borrow money at a low 49 of interest, but loans of this kind

are not 50 obtainable.41. A. other than B. as well as C. instead of D.

more than42. A. only if B. much as C. long before D. ever since43. A.

for B. against C. of D. towards44. A. replace B. purchase C.

supplement D. dispose45. A. enhance B. mix C. feed D. raise46. A.

vessels B. routes C. paths D. channels47. A. self-confident B.

self-sufficient C. self-satisfied D. self-restrained48. A. search B. save

C. offer D. seek49. A. proportion B. percentage C. rate D. ratio50. A.

genuinely B. obviously C. presumably D. frequentlyAnswer:

CABAC DBDCD1999.1 Industrial safety does not just happen.

Companies 41 low accident rates plan their safety programs, work



hard to organize them, and continue working to keep them 42 and

active. When the work is well done, a 43 of accident free operations

is established 44 time lost due to injuries is kept at a minimum.

Successful safety programs may 45 greatly in the emphasis placed on

certain aspects of the program. Some place great emphasis on

mechanical guarding. Others stress safe work practices by 46 rules or

regulations. 47 others depend on an emotional appeal to the worker.

But, there are certain basic ideas that must be used on very program if

maximum results are to be obtained.There can be no question about

the value of a safety program. From a financial standpoint alone,

safety 48 . The fewer the injury 49 , the better the workman’s

insurance rate. This may mean the difference between operation at

50 or at a loss.41. A. at B. in C. on D. with42. A. alive B. vivid C.

mobile D. diverse43. A. regulation B. climate C. circumstance D.

requirement44. A. where B. how C. what D. unless45. A. alter B.

differ C. shift D. distinguish46. A. constituting B. aggravation C.

observing D. justifying47. A. Some B. Many C. Even D. Still48. A.

comes off B. turns up C. pays off D. holds up49. A. claims B. reports

C. declarations D. proclamations50. A. an advantage B. a benefit C.

an interest D. a profitAnswer: DABAB CDCAD 100Test 下载频道
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